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ABSTRACT:
The European Programme on Negative Ion Beam development consists presently of

three main tasks:
(i) the DRAGON experiment starting at Culham, with the objective of accelerating 4

A of D- to 200 keV;
(U) the conceptual study of a 1 MV, 15 A power supply, conducted in european

industry under the supervision of Cadarache;
(Ui) the design study of a 1 MV, 4 A, deuterium test bed at Cadarache, conducted by

the EURATOM-CEA Association (Cadarache) with support from the EURATOM-UKAEA
association (Culham) and the FOM institue (Amsterdam).

The conclusions of these three tasks are to be brought together during the first
half of 1992, in order to prepare a proposal for a 1 MV, 4 A, deuterium test bed.

Other experimental activities are being conducted in european laboratories, either
directly related to the main programme (RF source and plasma neutraliser at Culham;
discharge pulsing at Dublin and FOM-Amsterdam) or under separate contracts (energy
recovery and cesium seeding at Cadarache).

INTRODUCTION:

The European Community is supporting a development programme in the field of
negative ions for neutral beam injection. This programme was originally defined in the
framework of NET and is presently pursued as such, awaiting the agreement on the
ITER BDA to be signed. In fact, this development programme is relevant in both cases,
NET and ITER, with only minor modifications. The present aim of this programme is to
study the feasibility of a mega-volt multi-ampère negative ion test bed that would be
used to develop neutral beam injectors for the next fusion experiment.



DEVELOPMENT NEEDS:

The development programme in Europe has been strongly influenced by the work
performed in the past years, in particular at Culham Laboratory:

- D" current densities in the vicinity of 30 mA/cm^ (extracted current density,
corrected for stripping) have been achieved on a single-beamlet experiment*;

- a strong reduction in the extracted electron current by plasma grid biasing and
magnetic filtering has been demonstrated^;

- a uniform plasma has been obtained in a large negative ion volume-source, by
the "tent Filter" (or "super-cusp") method3;

- a conceptual study of a mega-volt beamline for NET4 and for ITER^ was completed
in 1990, with the following characteristics: grounded source, pure volume production,
multi-gap electrostatic accelerator, subdivided beamline, in line ion dump with
electrostatic deflection, HV vacuum insulation with voltage holding screens .

In this context, the European Community has identified the development needs in
the field of negative ion based neutral beam injectors. Three main tasks have to be
performed during the 1990-1992 period:

- improvement of the source performance and demonstration of the feasibility of a
multi-ampere D" beam from a pure volume source with relevant characteristics (optics,
pressure, electron suppression);

- industrial study of the feasibility of the most sensitive technical component, i.e.
the multi-ampère mega-volt power supply and its protection system;

- complete design of a mega-volt test bed, related to a scalable model for NET/ITER.

Other important needs have been identified:
- RF source development, which appear to be absolutely necessary for reliable

very long pulse (or continuous) operation;
- improvement of source operating pressure by various means (eg by discharge

puls ing 6 - 7 ) ;
- plasma neutraliser development, which should provide an increase of beamline

effciency of up to 1.4.

MAIN PROGRAMME:

In view of these development needs, the main axis of the EC programme has been
based on three main tasks, involving directly the EURATOM-CEA (Cadarache) and
EURATOM-UKAEA (Culham) associations:

(i) the DRAGON experiment at Culham, with the objectives of accelerating 4 A of D -

to 200 keV and of demonstrating the validity of the sub-divided beamline and the inline
electrostatic ion dump options;

(ii) the conceptual study of a 1 MV, 15 A power supply and of its protection system,
conducted in european industry under the supervision of Cadarache (three companies
are involved in France and Germany);

(iii) the design study of a 1 MV, 2 A. D 0 (4 A. D"). > 30 seconds, NET/ITER scalable
model test bed at Cadarache, conducted by the EURATOM-CEA association (Cadarache)
with support from the EURATOM-UKAEA (Culham) association and from FOM-
Amsterdam.

It is expected that the conclusions of these three tasks will be brought together
around April 1992, in order to prepare a proposal for a 1 MV, 4 A, deuterium test bed.
This proposal will be presented to the EC authorities during the summer of 1992. One
might then expect a decision to be made by the end of 1992. If approved by the



European Community, this project would lead to the construction of the mega-volt
multi-ampère negative ion test bed at Cadarache, which could be ready by 1995.

Figure 1 gives an overall view of the planning of this integrated european
programme.

Detailed presentations of the above tasks are given separately in this workshop:
- the status of the DRAGON experiment is presented in a paper by Holmes at al&;
- the 1 MV, 2 A, D° test bed study and the study of the 1 MV power supply are

presented in a separate contribution9. It is interesting to note here that the test bed
study, which involved detailed analysis of beamlet acceleration, of beam transport, of
stripping and of gas pumping, has led to significant changes with respect to the
original EC designs for NET4 or ITER5, but without affecting the main characteristics,
except for one: the design will be based on putting the neutraliser at ground potential.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
4

Besides this, other activities are conducted in european laboratories, some being
closely related to the main programme:

a) at the EURATOM-UKAEA Association, Culham Laboratory (United Kingdom);.
- experimental study of an RF source (modified JET injector plasma source
- development of a plasma neutraliser for DRAGON10.

b) Under an EC contract, Dublin University (Eire) studies pulsed discharges, with
the aim of reducing the operating pressure of negative ion sources**.

c) at FOM-Amsterdam, (The Netherlands):
-studying of pulsed sources7;
- the work that was performed under an EC contract on surface production of

negative ions will probably be terminated1 .̂

d) Under an EC-Japan agreement in the field of thermonuclear fusion research, a
joint CEA-JAERI experiment is being performed at Cadarache (France) on Energy
Recovery for negative ion beams. In this experiment 100 keV D" beams with currents of
2 A have been obtained by means of cesium seeding in the plasma generator operating
at a relatively low pressure (0.3 P a ) 1 2 . ^ .

e) at Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau (France), experimental studies concern:
- Isotopic effects with an hybrid volume source14;
- beam transport14.

All these european activities are being reported in the present
workshop 7 . 8 ' 9 . 1 0 . 1 1 » 1 2 ' 1 3 - 1 4 ' 1 5 .
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FIGURE 1: European Comfliunitv integrated negative ion programme
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